
Congressional Candidate Refuses to Comply with Homeland Security in Viral Video.

Ephrata  Republican  Gavin  Seim  who is  
running  for  Washington's  4th 
Congressional  District,  released  a  video 
this week on his site of an encounter with 
DHS/Border  Patrol  that  has  gathered 
nationwide attention.

Ephrata, WA (Mar 6, 2014) – Gavin, A 
rising candidate who is known for a vocal, 
educated stance on the Constitution, posted 
a video this week of an encounter he had 
with Homeland Security in the State of New 
Mexico. 

The video spread last year from Gavin's personal profile and other channels where it has been 
watched hundreds of thousands of times and started a large conversation. This week Gavin posted 
it openly on his campaign site with details on how he feels about checkpoints inside our borders. It 
can be seen and shared here.

http://callmegav.com/2014/03/congressional-candidate-refuses-checkpoint

“Now Most of us were't alive in Nazi Germany..” - Gavin says as the encounter opens. He pulls 
up to the checkpoint with his family, ignoring the federal agent. Turning to the camera he continues 
talking about the constitutionality of the situation and why it's similarity to history is disturbing.

“I start conversations that need to be started.” - Says Gavin. “We all are the sentinels of 
liberty. I would be remiss to set an example to my children that the rights we hold to be self 
evident, are not worth standing up for.”

The video goes on for about six minutes as Gavin converses with the viewers and agents before 
they let him move on without answering any questions.

““What we're seeing here is tyranny” Says Gavin “The Constitution is the supreme law of the land. 
Officials and the judges alike are legally and morally bound to follow that. Alexander Hamilton 
reminded us that, all law which violates the Constitution is void. We must not comply with 
lawless behavior from government”

Resistance to checkpoints on public roads has been growing in recent years and Gavin says these are 
great conversations to have. “People don't always agree with me. But I stand with the Constitution 
and liberty. If taking these stands starts national conversations, I have succeeded and I have 
represented liberty.”

_____

For more information about Gavin Seim: callmegav.com 
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